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Mr. Sudbury

� ThermodynamicThermodynamicThermodynamicThermodynamic – Origin in Greek words meaning 
“movement of heat.”

� It is “The study of heat and its transformation The study of heat and its transformation The study of heat and its transformation The study of heat and its transformation 
into mechanical energyinto mechanical energyinto mechanical energyinto mechanical energy.”

� We will examine how we can use heat to help us 
do work.

� Remember that all particles are always moving?
◦ Particles move faster = more KE = higher temp.

◦ Particles move slowed = less KE = lower temp.

◦ At absolute zero, all particles stop moving 

� (we think)

“Whenever heat is added to a system, it “Whenever heat is added to a system, it “Whenever heat is added to a system, it “Whenever heat is added to a system, it 
transforms to an equal amount of some transforms to an equal amount of some transforms to an equal amount of some transforms to an equal amount of some 

other form of energy.”other form of energy.”other form of energy.”other form of energy.”

So, when

We can use heat to do work…..
We can do work and get heat…..

� The 1st Law of Thermodynamics is basically 
the thermal version of the law of conservation 
of energy.

� Demonstrated by James Joule with a paddle 
wheel.

� Briskly Rub your palms 
together.

� You’re doing work on your 
skin.

� What is the effect of the 
work done on the 
temperature of your palms?

� The work you do can easily 
be converted to thermal 
energy.

� We can increase or decrease 
the thermal energy of a 
system by compressing or 
expanding a gas.

� This is done without adding 
or removing heat.

� When a gas compresses it 
warms.

� When a gas expands it 
cools.
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� When mechanical work is done on a 
system, there can be an increase in:
◦ Temperature

◦ Internal Energy

� The process of compression or expansion of 
a gas so that no heat enters or leaves  a 
system is said to be adiabaticadiabaticadiabaticadiabatic. 

� When work is done on a gas by adiabatically 
compressing it, the gas gains internal energy 
and becomes warmer.

� When a gas expands, it does work on its 
surroundings and gives up internal energy, 
and becomes cooler.

A) Gas vapors 
are forced into 
the cylinder.

B) Gas 
vapors 
compressed 
by piston.

C) 
Compressed 
vapors are 
ignited

D) 
The 
combustion 
forces the 
piston 
down.. Aka 
the “power 
stroke.”

E) Exhaust 
fumes leave 
the cylinder.

� Work is done on a 
gas to compress 
it or expand it, 
causing a 
resulting ∆T.

� Heat WAS NOT 
added or 
removed.

� Expansion �
cools the gas

� Compression �
heats the gas

� Clouds form from the 
rapid rising-(expansion)-
and cooling of moist air.

� Chinook winds form as 
cold moist air descends 
the east side of the Rocky 
Mountains and is 
adiabatically warmed.

� Adiabatic processes occur 
in oceans, in the earth, 
and in the atmosphere.

“Heat will travel from hot to cold on its own “Heat will travel from hot to cold on its own “Heat will travel from hot to cold on its own “Heat will travel from hot to cold on its own 
and never from cold to hot.”and never from cold to hot.”and never from cold to hot.”and never from cold to hot.”

� Which one is possible?

And

“Natural systems tend to proceed toward a 
state of greater disorder.”
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� It is easy to change 
work into heat. (friction)

� It is more difficult to 
change heat into work.

� A heat engine is the 
generic name for any 
device that changes 
internal energy into 
mechanical work.

When work is done by a system, 
the temperature decreases

� Steam Turbine

� When work is done by a heat 
engine running between two 
temperatures, Thot and Tcold, 
only some of the input heat at 
Thot can be converted to work, 
and the rest is expelled as heat 
at Tcold.

� Get more work out by having a 
bigger Temperature difference 
between the hot and cold 
portions.

� Some of the heat is transferred 
to mechanical energy, some is 
lost as thermal pollution.

The greater the 
temperature 
difference, the 
greater the 
efficiency.
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� Remember the second part?
◦ “Natural systems tend to proceed toward a 

state of greater disorder.”

� That state of disorder is called 
entropy.

� Entropy is the measure of the amount 
of disorder.

� Gas molecules escape from a jar move 
from a relatively ordered state to a 
disorderly state.

� Systems left alone tend to move Systems left alone tend to move Systems left alone tend to move Systems left alone tend to move 
toward a greater state of entropy.toward a greater state of entropy.toward a greater state of entropy.toward a greater state of entropy.

� Flip 1 coin - 50% heads

� Flip 2 coins – 25% both heads

� Flip 3 coins – 12.5% all 3 heads

� Flip 100 coins?

� Flip 1,000 coins?

When a system 
becomes more 
disorderly, 
entropy 
increases.

� What was once 
probably a well 
built house or 
barn is now a 
sagging 
structure.

� Eventually it will 
become more 
disorganized.

� As energy is used it tends to become more 
disordered.

� Especially the energy that is not used to do 
work.

� You can’t win (you can’t get more energy out 
of system than you put in.)

� You can’t break even (you can’t even get as 
much energy out as you put in)

� And you can’t get out of the game! (The 
entropy in the universe is always increasing)


